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Calibrate and Validate Lattice QCD

Help heavy flavor physics constrain the CKM matrix now:
Precision tests of the Standard Model or
Discovery of new physics beyond the SM in b or c quark decays

Difficulty: hadronic uncertainties complicate the interpretation of exp. results: 

Introduction: LSL charm decays       

Reduce theory 
errors on B 
form factors 
and B decay 

constants using 
tested LQCD

Charm leptonic and semileptonic decays provide stringent tests of 
theory for decay constants and semileptonic form factors

500 fb-1

at Babar/Belle
CKM status at 
Beauty-2006
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Leptonic decays (D+→μν and Ds→μν): 

Semileptonic decays (D → πeν, D → Keν ):

Combination of leptonic and semileptonic decays:

Examples of theory tests and their 
impact 

Bd Bd 2*2 || tbtdB VVfRate
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∝

2
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)( scdD VfRate
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∝

LQCDExperiment
Known to < 1% from 

the CKM unitarity

Lattice predicts fB/fD and 
fB/fBs with small errors ⇒
precise fD gives precise fB and 
|Vtd|; fD/fDs checks fB/fBs
and allows precise |Vtd|/|Vts|
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D
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Test theory calculations of 
f+(q2) in the D system and apply 
them to the B system for |Vub|
and |Vcb|

222 /)()(/)( DfqfDeD +∝→Γ→Γ μννπ Test theory with no errors 
from CKM couplings

)(Kπ
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Experiments
CLEO-c:  a charm factory at the ψ(3770) and slightly higher ECM

Babar and Belle:  B-factories at the Y(4S)
FOCUS (E831): a fixed target experiment 
BES-II: also a charm factory but smaller lumin. (being upgraded)

An event taken at 
 the Y(4S) −−+−++−+

−+−+

→→

→→

ππππ

ψ

KDKD
DDee

,
,)3770(

The majority of recent precision LSL charm results come from 
CLEO-c (and from B-factories)

Advantages of running at the ψ(3770) 
for charm physics:

Pure DD,  no additional particles
σ[DD at ψ(3770)] = 6.4 nb [σ(cc) 

at Y(4S) ~1.3 nb]
Low mulitplicity, high tagging   

efficiency ( >20% )
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*
SS DD

SS DD
**
SS DD

CLEO-c Data Samples
ψ(3770):  total  luminosity =   ~ 281 pb −1

ECM = 4170 MeV:  total luminosity = ~ 314 pb−1

CLEO scanned ECM = 3.97 – 4.26 GeV:

Optimal energy for Ds physics:

ECM = 4.170 GeV

Dominant production mechanism
at this energy:

γSSSS DDDDee →→−+ *

DATA
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Tagging technique

Example: the ψ(3770) decays DD pairs (             )

Reconstruct a tag:

LSL decays are identified 
using variables U or MM2:

DD PP
rr

−=

Tagging creates a beam 
of D mesons with known 

momentum 

222 )()(

;

μμ ppEEMM

PEU

tagbeam

missmiss

−−−−≡

−≡

K-

π -

e+

K+

ν
νπ

ψ
+−−+ →→

→

eKDKD

DD
00

00

;

;)3770(
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Tags at the ψ(3770)

Variables used in the 
tag reconstruction:

Total number of tags:

D0 tags: 8 standard 
tag modes

D+ tags: 6 standard 
tag modes

22
candidatebeambc PEM −=

beamcandidate EEE −=Δ

DATA (281 pb-1);   NOTE the LOG SCALE

Total: 3.1×105 tags
~ 1.1 ×103 tags / 1 pb-1

Total: 1.6×105 tags
~ 0.6 ×103 tags / 1 pb-1
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D 
S tags at ECM = 4170 MeV

Recall at ECM = 4170 MeV: 

DS
* decays to DS via emission of 150 

MeV photon 95% of the time  ⇒
significant smearing of MBC 

DS tag yields are 
determined using:

22

2*

)()( γγ ppEEE

MM

SS DDCM

tag

−−−−−

=

*
SS DDee →−+

DATA (314 pb-1)

Tag Yield:  [18.6 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.9 (syst)] ×103 ][ 22* GeVMM

−−+ πKK −KKS
0

−ηπ −′πη

−ϕρ −−+ πππ

0** KK − −ηρ
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Leptonic decays
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D(s) Leptonic Decays

cdV

Df

22
2

2
222 ||)1(

8
1)( cd

D

l
DlDF V

M
mMmfGlD −=→Γ ++

π
ν

Standard Model predicts:
D decays:
Ds decays:

Use Vcd and Vcs from the CKM unitarity constraints 
to extract fD and fDs, and compare  them to theory

7.2:0.1:103.2)(:)(:)( 5−+++ ×=ΓΓΓ ντνμνe
7.9:0.1:105.2)(:)(:)( 5−+++ ×=ΓΓΓ ντνμνe
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][)()( 2222 GeVppEEMM tagbeam μμ −−−−=

μνμ ++ →D

0
KD ++ → π

D+ → μ+ν with 281 pb-1 at the ψ(3770)

Full event reconstruction:
require a tag, 
require a muon cand. (ECC

track < 300 MeV), 
veto events with extra tracks and energy 
clusters > 250 MeV.

Results:
50 D+ → μν candidates 
Estimated bckg:  2.8 events 

The same analysis is repeated for D+ → e+ν. No signal 
candidates are seen: 

410)](1.0)(7.04.4[)( −++ ×±±=→ syststatDB νμ

MeVsyststatf
D

)](3)(17223[ ±±=+

)%90(104.2)( 5 CLateDB −++ ×<→ ν

DATA
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Case I: ECC
track < 300 MeV

Case II: ECC
track > 300 MeV

Sign. Candidates: 12
Est. Background: 6.1

Sign. Candidates: 8
Est. Background: 5.0

D+ → τ+ν with 281 pb-1 at the ψ(3770)

Reconstruct D+→τ+ν with τ+→π+ν
[B(τ+→π+ν ) ~11%];  the same technique 

but two ν’s complicate the analysis:

Consider two 
cases:

Case I: ECC
track  < 300 MeV (accept 

99% of muons and 60% of pions)
Case II: ECC

track  > 300 MeV (accept 1% 
of muons and 40% of pions)

No significant signal  ⇒

ννπτ )(: +++ →DMC

Broad MM2 

)%90(101.2)( 3 CLatDB −++ ×<→ ντ
)]%90(10)2.01.1()(:[ 3 CLatDBSM −++ ×±<→ ντ

DATA

DATA
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DS → μ+ν andτ+(π+ν)ν with 314 pb-1 at 
ECM = 4170 MeV

Full event reconstruction:
Require a tag and a γ from DS

*,
Require one additional track,
Veto events with extra tracks or 

ECC > 300 MeV.

Use MM2 to separate μ+ν, τ+(π+ν)ν
and background:

Consider three cases:
Case I:  ECC

track < 300 MeV
(accept 99% of muons and 60% of 
pions)
Case II: ECC

track > 300 MeV
(accept 1% of muons and 40% of 
pions)
Case III: require an electron

[Kinematical constraints are used to improve 
resolution and remove multiple combinations]

22
)(

2 )()( μγπμγ pppEEEEMM
SS DDCM −−−−−−−=

Electron Sample

ECC
track < 300MeV 92 events

31 eventsCase I:

Case II

Case III

Mostly DS → μ+ν

25 events
ECC

track > 300MeV 
Mostly DS → τ+ν

Signal region

region

A
region

B
DATA

DATA
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Note the scale limits: 0.20 and 0.80 GeV2

MM2

MC MCμ+ν τ+(π+ν)ν

Signal shapes

MM2
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DS → μ+ν andτ+(π+ν)ν with 314 pb-1 at 
ECM = 4170 MeV

DS→ μ+ν (Case I, Reg.A)
92 signal candidates, 3.5 bkg events:  

DS→ τ+ν (Case I,Reg.B+Case II) 
56 signal candidates, 7.2 bkg events:  

Using the SM B(τ+ν)/B(μ+ν) 
the above results are aver’d:

DS→ e+ν (Case III):
No signal candidates:

)]%(03.0)(07.059.0[)( syststatDB S ±±=→ +νμ

)]%(4.0)(3.10.8[)( syststatDB S ±±=→ +ντ

)]%(03.0)(06.064.0[)( syststatDB S ±±=→ +νμ
)%]19.061.0()(:06[ ±=→− +νμSDBPDG

4103.1)( −+ ×<→ νeDB S

)%]5.14.6()(:06[ ±=→− +ντSDBPDG

MeVsyststatf
SD )](7)(13270[ ±±=

Electron Sample

Case I:

Case II

Case III

region

A
region

B

DATA
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DS → τ+(e+ν ν)ν with 200 pb-1 at 
ECM = 4170 MeV

Complimentary analysis:
DS → τ+ν with τ+→e+ν ν. 

B(DS→τ+ν)B(τ+→e+νν)~1.3% is 
large [cf. B(DS

+→Xe+ν)~8%]
Analysis Technique:

Find e+ and DS 
− tag (γ from DS

* is 
not reconstructed, same tag modes)
Veto events with extra tracks
Extra energy in CC < 400 MeV

Results: 

400 MeV

Xe+ν

)]%(5.0)(8.03.6[)( syststatDB S ±±=→ +ντ
)%]5.14.6()(:06[ ±=→− +ντSDBPDG

MeVsyststatf
SD )](12)(17278[ ±±=

Preliminary

Include yield
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489 55 signal±

( ) ( )m m mγμν μνΔ = −

BABAR: DS → μ+ν with 230 fb-1at the Y(4S)

Tagged e+ e − → DS
* Dtag X 

events

Reconstruct the signal 
side in DS

* → DS γ → (μ+ν)γ

Fit Δm = m(μ+νγ) - m(μ+ν)

Results:

( )* at (4S)S sD Dγ γ μν+→ → ϒ

BR(Ds
+→φπ+) = (4.71 ± 0.46)% (“BaBar aver.”):

BR(Ds
+→μ+ν) = (6.74 ± 0.83 ± 0.26 ± 0.66)×10-3

fDs= (283 ± 17 ± 7 ± 14) MeV
BR(Ds

+→φπ+)  =  (3.6±0.9)%  (PDG04):
BR(Ds

+→μ+ν)  =  (5.15±0.63±0.20±1.29)×10-3

fDs =  (248 ± 15 ± 6 ± 31) MeV

006.0018.0143.0
)(
)(

±±=
→Γ
→Γ

+

+

φπ
νμ

S

S

D
D
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Comparison with theory
Summary of exper. results:

Babar:

MeVsyststatf
D

)](3)(17223[ ±±=+

MeVsyststatf
SD )](5)(10273[ ±±=

[Weighted average; syst. errors are 
mostly uncorrelated]

03.009.022.1 ±±=
+D

D

f
f

S

MeVsyststatfD )](17)(3201[ ±±=+

MeVsyststatf
SD )](16)(3249[ ±±=

07.024.1 ±=
+D

D

f
f

S

Experiment: statistically limited

LQCD: systematically limited

An example of theor. preditions:
[Unquenched LQCD [PRL 95, 122002 (2005)]

Prelim.

MeVsyststat
fDs

)](14)(7)(17283[ ϕπ±±±
=
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Semileptonic decays
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c
d

Vcd

u

l+W+

ν

Semileptonic decays

The hadronic current can be parameterized 
by form factors:

For P to P transitions [omitting f0(q2)]: 

For P to V transitions three form factors 
are needed [omitting A0(q2) and A3(q2)] :    

μ
μνπ HLVGilDM cd

Fermi

2
)( 0 −=→ +−

Use Vcs and Vcd from the CKM  unitarity constraints to measure      
absolute semileptonic form factors and compare them to theory          

μμ ))(( 2
fi ppqfH += +

)()()()()(2 2
2

*
2

1
*2* qApp

mM
qeqAemMqVppe

mM
ieH fi

V
VDif

VD

μμ
βαν

μναβ
μ +

+
⋅

++−
+

=

Gold-plated for both theory 
and experiment

More complicated; unquenched 
LQCD calculations do not exist
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Phys.Lett.B
608,24 (2005)

Phys.Lett.B, 
597, 39 (2004)

SL at CLEO-c: 56 pb−1 → 281 pb−1 at the ψ(3770)

Most precise BFs for ALL modes;
Two first observations.

Status as of 2005 (56 pb−1 )
Cabibbo-favored P → P semileptonic
transitions

Cabibbo-suppressed P → P semileptonic
transitions

Cabibbo favored P → V semileptonic
transitions 

Cabibbo suppressed P → V semileptonic
transitions

ν
ν

++

+−

→
→

eKD
eKD

0

0

νπ
νπ

++

+−

→
→

eD
eD

0

0

νππ

νφηη
+−+−

++

→

′→

eKD
eD

0

//

νρ

νρ
++

+−

→

→

eD
eD

0

0

N ~ 7000
N ~ 2900

N ~ 700
N ~ 290

N ~ 130
N ~ 170

N ~ 2800

Form Factor Studies with 281 pb-1 :

Rare SL Decays with 281 pb-1 : 

ν++ → eKD 0*
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Example for D0 → π− e+ ν

Background is small and peaks 
outside the signal region 
(kinematic separation) 

Most background comes from 
cross-feed among D SL decays

When the momentum of  the parent D
is unmeasured, the separation between 
signal and background is poorer
Example (CLEO, PRL 94, 011802 (2005)) the
D0 → π −e+ ν signal mode is combined 
with πslow : D *− → D0 πslow
Fits are made to  ΔM  ≡ M(D *− ) – M(D0) 
in bins of q2

CLEOIII

νπ +−→ eD 0

ν+−→ eKD 0

Y(4S) data

MC
Signal + background

MC
background

ν+−→ eKD0

νππρ +−−→ eD )( 00

Main background sources:DD→)3770(ψ

U  ≡ EMISS – PMISS (GeV)     
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D→K/π e+ν with 281 pb-1 at the ψ(3770)

U = Emiss– |Pmiss| (GeV)

295±20

699±28

2910±55

6796±84 14397±1321347±49

5846±88450±29

MBC

1) Tagged CLEO-c analysis: 2) Untagged CLEO-c analysis:
[analogous to neutrino reconstruction at the Y(4S)]

The untagged analysis  has larger signal yields but larger systematic uncertainties 
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D → K/π e+ν at the Y(4S)
Tagged e+ e − →
D(*)

tagD*− X events 
(about 56×103 tags 
in total)
Similar to the 
CLEO-c tagged 
analysis
Excellent q2 resol’n

Similar to the CLEO III untagged D→K/π e+ν
The neutrino momentum is estimated using all 
other particles in the event (no tag required)
The D0 → K−e+ ν signal mode is combined with 
πslow : D *− → D0 πslow
Plot on the right: ΔM  ≡ M(D *− ) – M(D0) with 
about 74 ×103 signal events

75fb-1 

Y(4S)

ΔM

D0→K−eν

282fb-1 

Y(4S)

MM2 MM2

1318 ± 38

1249 ± 45

126 ± 12

106 ± 13
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D → K/π e+ν: branching fractions

Good consistency between measurements
LQCD precision lags experiment

Babar measures:

%)065.0045.0027.0522.3()(
%)07.080.3()(:06

;012.0007.0927.0
)(
)(

0

0

0

0

±±±=→

⇒±=→−

±±=
→

→

−

−

ν

π
π
ν

eKDB
KDBPDG

KDB
eKDB

preliminary

preliminary

D → π e+ νD → K e+ ν

preliminary

preliminary
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Form Factor Models

The Simple Pole Model:

The Modified Pole Model [Phys.Lett.B 52, 478,417(2000) ]:

The ISGW2 Model [Phys.Rev. D 52,2783,(1985) ]:

The Series Parameterization [T. Becher and R. Hill, hep-ph/0509090]

( ) ( )
( ) ;

/1
0

22
2

poleMq
fqf

−
=+

( ) ( )
( ) ( );

/1
1

/1
0

2
*

22
*

2
2

)()( ss DD MqMq
fqf

α−−
=+

( ) ( )
2

22
max

2
2

12
1

−

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−+= qqrqf
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D → K/π e+ν: CLEO-c fits (tagged analysis)

Simultaneous fits to 
isospin conjugate pairs 
for the simple pole 
model: 

ν+−→ eKD0

νπ ++ → eD 0νπ +−→ eD0

ν++ → eKD 0

22
2

3
)(

2

)(
2

2 )(
24

)(( qf
PVG

dq
eKDd KcdcsF

+=
→Γ

π
νπ π

CLEO DATA
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D→K/π e+ν: CLEO-c fits (untagged analysis)

CLEO DATA
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D→K/π e+ν: form factor shape results

ν+→ KeD

Some tension between CLEO-
c and Babar/Belle meas’nts;
LQCD precision is comparable 
to experiment

CLEO is most precise for πeν; 
Babar is most precise for Keν

νeKD → νπ eD →
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Plotted LQCD results 
(blue) are recent 
results of  FNAL+MILC 
unquenched three 
flavor LQCD [C. Aubin et 
al., PRL 94 011601 (2005)]

Lattice systematic 
uncertainties dominate:

The green lines are 
untagged CLEO-c fits
Babar result for f+(0):

D → K /π e+ν :    f+(q2) 

.07.004.044.0
;06.003.064.0)0(

:)(

±±=
±±=

→

+

α

νπ
f

eDLQCD

.07.004.050.0
;07.003.073.0)0(

:)(

±±=
±±=

→

+

α

ν
f

eKDLQCD

007.0005.0007.0727.0)0( ±±±=+f

CLEO-c, Babar, Belle, FOCUS

LQCD

DATA FIT

LQCD

DATA FIT

D → π e ν

D → K e ν

.07.004.050.0
;07.003.073.0)0(

:)(

±±=
±±=

→

+

α

ν
f

eKDLQCD
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Five kinematic variables 
describe the decay rate (plot):

q2, cosθe, cosθπ, χ, mρ

The decay rate we make a fit to: 

Dependence on the form factors 
enters through H+, H− and H0.

D → V e+ν

)(,,cos,cos,2 ππχθθ π mq e

D → ρ e ν
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Form Factor Ratios RV and R2

The helicity amplitudes are given by 

Form factors are parameterized using the simple pole model (i.e.,
vector dominance):

4D fits to the decay rate for form factor ratios RV and R2 are made:

The fitting technique is described in D.M.Schmidt, R.J.Morrison and 
M.S.Witherell inNucl. Instr. and Meth. A328, 547 (1993): a 
multidimensional fit to variables modified by experimental acceptance and resolution 
taking into account correlations among them.

)0(
)0(;

)0(
)0(

1

2
2

1 A
AR

A
VRV ≡≡

22
2

22
)2(12

)2(1 /1
)0()(;

/1
)0(

)(
VA Mq

VqV
Mq

A
qA

−
=

−
=

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+

−+−−=

+
+=±

)(4)())((
2

1),(

);(2)()(),(

2
2

22
2

1
222

2
2

0

22
1

2

qA
mM

PMqAmMqmM
qm

mqH

qV
mM

PMqAmMmqH

D

D
DD

D

D
D

ππ

ππ
ππππ

ππ

ππ

ππ

ππ
ππππ m
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D → ρ e+ν with 281 pb-1 at the ψ(3770)

Two isospin conjugate modes D+ → ρ0eν and D0 → ρ-eν (~300 events) 
are fit simultaneously:

)(06.0)(18.057.0
)(03.0)(25.040.1

2 syststatR
syststatRV

±±=
±±=

q2 cos θπ

cos θe χ

Preliminary 

This is the first multidimensional 
fit for form factors in Cabibbo-
suppressed P → V l ν transitions

B(D0 → ρ-e+ν)= (1.56±0.16±0.09)×10-3

B(D+ → ρ0e+ν)= (2.32±0.20±0.12)×10-3

Isospin average:
Γ(D0 → ρ -e+ ν) = (0.41±0.03±0.02)×10-2 ps-1

this analysis
Γ(D0 → ρ -e+ ν) = (0.44±0.06±0.02)×10-2 ps-1 

FOCUS PLB 637,32 (2006)
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q2

cos θπ

cos θe

χ

DS → φ e+ν with 79 fb-1 at the Y(4S)
A fit to about reconstructed 

13,000 signal events: 

)(03.0)(06.071.0
)(04.0)(07.064.1

2 syststatR
syststatRV

±±=
±±=

Preliminary 

2R

VR
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Extrapolated 
below 0.2 GeV

D →Xe+ν: with 281 pb-1 at the ψ(3770)

Results:

Consistent with the isospin
symmetry:

Consistent with the sum of 
exclusive SL modes (56/pb)

which excludes the possibility of new D 
SL modes with large branching fractions

0

0 0

0.985 0.028 0.015
SL SL
D D D
SL SL
D D D

B
B

τ
τ

+ +

+

Γ
= × = ± ±

Γ

)%33.020.013.16()(

)%13.017.046.6()( 0

±±=

±±=
+

semilincl

semilincl

DB

DB

)%5.05.01.15()(

)%2.02.01.6()( 0

±±=

±±=

∑
∑

+
semilexcl

semilexcl

DB

DB
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Observation of D+ → ηe+ν
Evidence for D+ → K−π+π−e+ν

Two orders of magnitude more 
restrictive  limits

Search for D+→ ηeν, η’e 
ν and φeν (allows to study η-η’
and ω-φ mixing):
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10)07.019.029.1()(
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×±±=→

×±=→

×<→Β

×<′→Β

×±±=→Β

ν

νππ

νφ

νη

νη

eKDB

eKDB
LCeD
LCeD

eD

eventsYield 7.66.32: ±
γγη →

U = Emiss − Pmiss (GeV)

eventsYield 0.48.13: ±
0πππη −+→

U = Emiss − Pmiss (GeV)

Search for D0→K−π+π−e+ν: 
10 candidates; ~1.8 bkg
events (about 4.0 σ significance)

All consistent with ISGW2 within large uncertainties
Do not cover the gap between incl and excl measurements

D0→ Kππeν

Results: Preliminary 
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Other analyses

Model independent form factors in D+→ K-π+e+ν: 
FOCUS: PLB 633, 183 (2006); CLEO-c: PRD 74, 052001 (2006)

Results on DS semileptonic decays from ECM = 
4.170 GeV are to appear soon 
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Conclusions and Outlook
Charm leptonic and semileptonic decays provide stringent tests of 
theory. 

Current precision of leptonic experimental and LQCD results is 
comparable. Experimental results are statistically limited;  LQCD 
results are limited by systematic uncertainties.

Experimental precision exceeds the current LQCD precision for 
semileptonic branching fractions and absolute form factors. 

Charm LSL results from Y(4S) analyses are competitive in some 
cases; very large Y(4S) data samples make possible new techniques.

Expect a 2 - 3 fold increase in the size of CLEO-c data sample and a 
complete suite of leptonic and semileptonic measurements in the 
next few years.

On a longer time scale, BES III (China) should be able to achieve 
higher precision and further constrain theory.
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Additional Slides
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)3770(ψ

Data taking started in the fall 
of 2003

N
ot

e:
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Over 20 years operated at 
the Y(4S)

~16 fb-1 at the Y(4S)

CESR  and  CLEO

The CLEO experiment is located at the Cornell 
Electron Storage Ring (CESR), a symmetric e+e-

collider that operated in the region of the Upsilon 
resonances for over 20 years:

Max inst luminosity achieved: 1.3×1033 cm-2s-1

Total integrated luminosity at the Y(4S):  16 fb-1

Lots of important discoveries, e.g., Y(nS), b→sγ, b→uW.

In 2003, CLEO started running at the ψ(3770),  
~40 MeV above DD production threshold, and 
slightly higher energies for DS studies.

Transition from CESR to CESR-c:

12 wigglers are installed to increase synchrotron 
radiation/beam cooling
Max luminosity achieved: ~7×1031 cm-2s-1
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The main task of the CLEO-c open charm program:
Calibrate and Validate Lattice QCD

Help heavy flavor physics constrain the CKM matrix now:
Precision tests of the Standard Model or
Discovery of new physics beyond the SM in b or c quark decays

Difficulty: hadronic uncertainties complicate interpretation of exp. results

Help LHC search for and interpret new physics (future)

Why a Charm Factory?      

Reduce theory 
error on B form 
factors and B 

decay 
constants using 
tested LQCD

A realistic example using recent CKM status:

500 fb-1

at Babar/Belle
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Why now? 
C. Davies at EPS-2005: 

“There has been a revolution in LQCD…”

BEFORE
quenched

NOW
unquenched
PRL 92, 022001 (2004)

LQCD demonstrated that 
it can reproduce a wide 
range of mass differences 
and decay constants in 
unquenched calculations. 
These were postdictions. 

Testable predictions are now 
being made for:

Decay constants fD and fB; 
D and B Semileptonic form factors

.exp
LQCD

.exp
LQCDCLEO-c can test fD and D

semileptonic form factors 
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